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ABSTRACT
We deal with the problem of semantic annotation of free-text
queries over a collection of structured documents. In par-
ticular, we study structured documents that describe food
items and contain attributes such as name, brand, category,
ingredients, nutrients, etc. Example of user queries are“high
protein chocolate bar” or “no sugar coke”. The problem is
to map the query parts to attributes of the structured docu-
ments. For example, in the first query “high protein” refers
to the nutrients attribute and “chocolate bar” refers to the
category. In the second query “no sugar” refers to ingre-
dients and “coke” refers either to the name or the brand
attribute. The challenges in this problem are that the user
queries are short and they are less structured compared to
regular sentences.There is no training set consisting of an-
notated queries (it is expensive to obtain such a set). We
thus propose a model combining language model and max-
imum entroy classifier for scoring mechanism, for assessing
the likelihood of a structured annotation. Our techniques
are completely unsupervised, obviating the need for costly
manual labeling effort.We evaluated our techniques using
real world queries and data and present promising experi-
mental results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem we solved is to allow free text queries over a
relational table. When people input a search query in shop-
ping website, food websites,search engines about product
search instead of finding the contextual pages they look for
finding asnwer to the particular type of product they have
in their mind, and accroding to them the query best de-
scribes the problem for retrieving the product they are look-
ing for.So,these product searches are evolving from textual
information retrieval systems to highly sophisticated answer-
ing ecosystems utilizing information from multiple struc-

tured data sources. Structured data is usually abstracted as
relational tables or XML files, and readily available in pub-
licly accessible data repositories after search. Driving the
product search evolution are the user needs. With increas-
ing frequency users issue queries that target information that
does queries about products (e.g., “low calroie protein bar”,
“low sugar oat meal”, “reduced fat blueberry muffins”),movie
showtime listings (e.g., “black swan near stanford”), airlines
schedules (e.g., “flights from san francisco to new york”), are
only a few examples of queries that are better served us-
ing the latent meaning of the query from structured data,
rather than a direct structured database query.Even though
its clear that using the underlying relation of these queries
will give better output but so far these area possess some
challenges and thats what motivated our approach of using
structed data to annote queries unsupervised.

Lets look at a query like “no sugar coke”. If it was left
to relational database query it will return any coke that has
sugar as its ingredient, not necessarily diet coke or coke zero.
But its pretty apparent the user is looking for a coke that
has no sugar. To consider the language context in the query
without any acutal supervision is not a trivial problem and
this is the probelm we are proposing to solve.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 6
we discuss the related work.

2. OUR APPROACH
In this paper, we exploit latent structured semantics in prod-
uct queries to create mappings to structured data tables and
attributes. We call such mappings Structured Annotations.
For example an annotation for the query “low calorie pro-
tein bar” specifies the Table = “food” and the attributes
Nutrients=“low calorie”, ProductName = “protein bar”. In
producing annotations, we assume that all the structured
data are given to us in the form of tables. We exploit that
to construct a language model that summarizes all the ta-
ble and attributes values and utilize it to deterministically
produce all possible annotations efficiently. However, gener-
ating all possible annotations is not sufficient. We need to
estimate the plausibility of each annotation and determine
the one that most likely captures the intent of the user.
Furthermore, we need to account for the fact that the users
do not adhere to the closed world assumption of the struc-
tured data: they use keywords that may not be in the closed
structured model, and their queries are likely to target in-
formation in the product world they think is relevent.



Initially what we do with the query is find segmentation of
them. We use language model to train the unigram,bigram
and trigram model and using these model return the most
plausible segmentation using a dynamic programming model
which we will describe shortly.

We applied maximum entropy classifier to the segmentation
to annote each of the segments. We return the most possi-
bile annotation of the k top segmentation using maximum
entropy model. In addition, it also computes a score for the
possibility of the query targeting information outside the
structured data collection. As we use sentence probability
in a language model while segmenting,so the free text that
doesnt belong to the structured data also gets assigned to
some segmentation.

After query segmentation we apply standard named entity
recognition(NER) method on the segmented data, instead
of looking at the whole query we decided just to consider
one segment inside the segmentation. For this method the
training data is the whol corpus from structured data auto-
matically loaded based on their type or name. Here we use
no manual annotation and thus saving huge amount of hu-
man effort. Note that while doing NER as we only consider
segment, the NER of rest of the segments in that particular
segmentation is of no relevance to the classifier.

2.1 Reason for query segmentation
It would be desirable if the structural relationship underly-
ing the query words could be automatically identified. Query
segmentation is one of the first steps in this direction. It
aims to separate query words into segments so that each
segment maps to a semantic component, which we refer as
a “concept”. For example, for the query “low calorie pro-
tien bar”, [low calorie] [protien bar] is a good segmentation,
while [low] [calorie protein] [bar] and [low] [calorie][protien
bar] are not, as segments like [low calorie] and [calorie pro-
tein] greatly deviate from the intended meaning of the query.
Ideally, each segment should map to exactly one “concept”.
For segments like [low calorie prorein bar], the answer of
whether it should be left intact as a compound concept or
further segmented into multiple atomic concepts depends on
the connection strength of the components (i.e. how strong
/ often are “low calorie” and “protein bar” associated).This
leaves some ambiguity in query segmentation, as we will
discuss later. Query segmentation is used here as a step to-
wards query annotation where we annote the segmentation
rather than the query directly. Query segmentation should
also be useful in other query processing tasks such as query
rewriting and query log analysis, where one would be able
to work on semantic concepts instead of individual words.

We use ngram interpolation to combine ngram models and to
get the segment probability. And also used the EM method
to estimate the weight for the interpolation.

2.2 Model and Notation
Let query q = w1w2 . . . wn where wi denotes the ith word of
the query, we let sik = wiwi+1 . . . wi+k−1 denotes a segment
of the query with k subsequent words starting with the ith
word.

Segmentation S is a function S(q) = [si1k1 , si2k1 , . . . , simkm ]

that splits query q intom consequtive disjoint segments,i.e.,i1 =
1,i2 = i1 + k1,. . . ,im = im−1 + km−1 and im + km = n

R(A1, A2, . . . , An) denotes a relation R with attributes A1,
A2, . . . , An and A denotes set of all attributes.

We define annotation function f(s) → A that returns the
attribute correspoding to segment s

2.3 Algorithm for query segmentation
For two segmentation S1 and S2 of the same query suppose
they differ at only the one segment boundry,i.e.,
S1 = si1k1 , si2k1 , . . . , si(l−1)k(l−1), silkl , si(l+1)k(l+1),
si(l+2)k(l+2), . . . , simkm

S2 = si1k1 , si2k1 , . . . , si(l−1)k(l−1), s
′
ilkl

, si(l+2)k(l+2),
. . . , simkm

where s
′
ilkl

= silkl , si(l+1)k(l+1) is the concatenation of silkl

and si(l+1)k(l+1) That means we will favour segmentations

with higher probability of generating the query. So in above
the language model will have higher probability for P (S1)

than P (S2) if and ony if P (silkl , si(l+1)k(l+1)) > P (s
′
ilkl

)

This is how the algorithm looks like for segmentation given
a query

Algorithm 1 Dynamic programming algorithm using lan-
guage model for k segmenations

Input:query w1w2 . . . wn,language model L,number of seg-
mentation k
Output:top k segmentations with highest likelihood
B[i]:top k segmentations for sub-query w1w2 . . . wi

For each segmenation b in B[i],segs denotes the segments and
prob denotes the probability of the segment in the language
model

for all i ∈ [1 . . . n] do
s← w1w2 . . . wi

if l.P rob(s) > 0 then
a← newSegmentation
a.segs← s
a.prob← l.P rob(s)
end if
for all j ∈ [1 . . . i− 1] do
for all b ∈ B[j] do
s← wjw(j + 1) . . . wi

if l.P rob(s) > 0 then
a← newSegmentation
a.segs← b.segs∪s
a.prob← b.prob ∗ l.P rob(s)
B[i]← b[i]∪a
end if
end for
end for
sort B[i] by prob
truncate B[i] to size k
end for

2.4 Maximum Entropy Classifier for Annota-
tion

The goal of statistical modeling is to construct a model that
best accounts for some training data. Starting from a set of



data such algorithms can automatically extract a set of rela-
tionships inherent in the data, and then combine these rules
into a model of the data. Maximum Entropy (ME) model
is one of the frameworks suggested for this purpose (Ratna-
parkhi, 1997). In other words, given an empirical probability
distribution, we need to build a model as close to this dis-
tribution as possible. Furthermore, the chosen model being
consistent with all the facts should be otherwise as uniform
as possible. In order to build such a model, a large num-
ber of samples (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xN , yN ), where x rep-

resents a given context and y âĂŞ an outcome, needs to be
collected. Then we can summarize the training sample in
terms of its probability distribution p (x, y), defined as a
number of times the sample (x, y) occurs in the data divided
by the overall number of samples in the data. The goal is
to choose an optimal model incorporating a set of statistics
from the training data (Berger et al., 1996). To do this a
set of features that describes the data in the most efficient
way needs to be defined. Once a set of features is chosen, we
can construct the corresponding ME model by adding fea-
tures as constraints to the model and adjust weights of these
features. Intuitively, models with high entropy are more uni-
form and therefore they assume less about the world. The
maximum entropy model can be interpreted as the model
that assumes only the knowledge that is represented by the
features derived from the training data, and nothing else.

The maximum entropy framework estimates probabilities
based on the principle of making as few assumptions as pos-
sible, other than the constraints imposed. Such constraints
are derived from training data, expressing some relationship
between features and outcome. The probability distribution
that satisfies the above property is the one with the highest
entropy. It is unique, agrees with the maximum-likelihood
distribution, and has the exponential form (Della Pietra et
al., 1997):

p(o|h) =
1

Z(h)

k∏
j=1

α
fj(h,o)

j (1)

where o refers to outcome, h the history(or context),Z(h)
is a normalization function. Each feature fj(h, o) is a bi-
nary function.For example, in predicting if a word belongs
to a word class,o is either true or false, and h refers to the
surrounding context:

fj(h, o) =

{
1 : if = true, previous word = the
0 : otherwise

The proposed approach consists of training a Maximum En-
tropy classifier for the task in question, using a large auto-
matically created food related corpus, as opposed to other
systems being trained on expensive manually annotated data.
First, from database we tag terms belonging to database and
train the Maximum Entropy Classifier with it.

The basic improvement comes from applying language model
for segmentation that we plug in the name entity recognition
algorithm using Max Entropy Classifier, any other classifier
could be used at this point, logistic regression, maximum
likelihood classifier etc. So,as expected,maximum entropy
classifier trained on automatically created data and with
previously segmented query performs magically better than
the baseline recognizer itself, which proves the efficiency of
the adopted approach.

Algorithm 2 ComputeAnnotation

Input:List of Segmentation
Output:AnnotatedSegmentation
B[i] is a List of Segmentation each with segments having
possible top K segmentation from the query using algorithm
1

for all b ∈ B[i] do
aSs← φ
for all seg ∈ b do
lP = maxentClassifier.getLP (seg)
aS ← newAnnotatedSegment(seg, lP [0], lP [1])
aSs← aSs∪aS
end for
end for

3. SUPERVISED LEARNING APPROACH
This is like classic named entity recognition(NER) problem
in natural language processing. This involves query labeling
and training with the labelled queries. NER systems have
been created that use linguistic grammar-based techniques
as well as statistical models. Hand-crafted grammar-based
systems typically obtain better precision, but at the cost of
lower recall and months of work by experienced computa-
tional linguists. Statistical NER systems typically require
a large amount of manually annotated training data. Sta-
tistical NERs usually find the sequence of tags p(N |S)that
maximizes the probability , where S is the sequence of words
in a sentence, and N is the sequence of named-entity tags
assigned to the word in S

Supervised learning methods represents linguistic informa-
tion in the form of features. Each feature informs of the
occurrence of certain attribute in a context that contains a
linguistic ambiguity. That context is the text surrounding
this ambiguitiy and relevant to the disambiguation process.
The features used can be of distinct nature: word colloca-
tions, part-of-speech labels, keywords, topics and domain
information, etc. A method using supervised learning tries
to classify a context containing an ambiguous word or com-
pound word in one of its possible senses by means of a clas-
sification function. This function is obtained after a training
process on a sense tagged corpus. The information source
for this training is the set of results of the features evalua-
tion on each context, that is, each context has its vector of
feature values. The supervised learning method (Maximum
Entropy) used in this paper to do such analysis is based on
Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM).

3.1 Query Labeling
The problem with supervised learning is that a huge corpus
has to be annotated manually and using that the proba-
bilistic classifier will learn how to guess the annotation of
unseen example using viterbi algorithm exploiting MEMM.
We used an algorithm to annotate data automatically as if
they were manually annotated. We assumed a form of the
search query for it. First from the strcutured data we pick
a row and then flip a coin to decide whether to use that line
for training or not.If its selected the next step is to use ei-
ther productName,typeName or brandName. Then we flip
a coin again to decide whether to do two more annotation
or one. Whether its one or two its randomly chosen from



ingredients,nutrients,allergens.

4. UNSUPERVISED APPROACH
This is the approach that we came up with for named entity
recognition in a particular context of structured data. Here
the annotation is done automatically instead of manually,
where each column represents one named entity and thus an
algorithm automatically annotes the entry in database later
used for training the probability model. At the same time
these touples of named entity are used for language model
training as well where we ignore the named tag and consider
each of the named entity as a sentence for the purpose of
training the language model.

The following algorithm deals with how to create annotated
named entity from structured data automatically.

Algorithm 3 Making annotated training data

Input:Structured Data
Output:List of Pair of sentence and its annota-
tion

fieldNames← fileheader|columnheader
for all rowinstructured data do
line← row
field← line splitted to field
for all f ∈ field do
subfield← f splitted to subfield
for all s insubfield do
words← each subfield splitted
fieldName← fieldNames.get(f.index)
sentence← (words, fieldName)
end for
end for
end for

After the named entity has been annotated we can use this
existing data structure’s first element which is the entity to
get the sentences that we will need to train the language
model. The algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm 4 Making training ngram model for segmenta-
tion
Input:Annotated training data,n
Output:Trained language model

sentencess← annotatedData.words
lmodel ← new InterpolationMode(n)
lmodel.weight← weight found by EM
lmodel.train(sentences)

4.1 Query Segmentation
Use dynamic programming algorithm of [11] to do the seg-
mentation using the probabilities that we obtain from the
trained language models.However we modified this algorithm
in 2.3 to consider the sentence probability using language
model instead of calculating the sentence probability using
individual probability of words. In this way the free words
are taken care of automatically and no additional algorithm
is needed to handle the free words. After we ran experient
we figured having background knowledge on ngram language

model improves the dynamic programic algortihm from it’s
original version.

4.2 Segment Classification
We use maxEnt classifier to do classification of the already
segmented query, that is on the segmentation. The advan-
tage here is we donot need to look at the whole query. When
estimating the annotation only the segment words are looked
at and the context to other segments is not necessary. We
use 2.4 to find the segment annotation.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
The database has a relation with 30,000 records and 10 at-
tributes. We used a test set of 100 manually labelled queries.
These data are the structured data of www.caloricious.com.
The manually labeled query are from the server logs which
stores the actual queries entered by humans. First we ran us-
ing the traditional NER which uses MEMM to annotate. We
synthetically generated annotated data from corpus which
is as good as annotating manually.Lets discuss the struc-
tured data before going to the detail of how we generated
the synthetical data its logical to discuss the data format in
the structured data for caloricious. It has few column heads
called product name,type name,brand name,ingredients nu-
trients ,allergens. Examples of each of the type are prod-
uct name( united bakery salted breadsticks, country white
bagels, lemon sorbet), type name( milkshakes, dressings,
granola bars), brand name ( hershey’s, newtree, ritter sport),
ingredients ( sugar, cocoa butter, organic almond butter),
nutrients ( vitamin b5, citric acid),allergens( low total fat,
low sodium, gluten free). The algorithm discussed in 3.1
is used to create annotated training data. Its assumed that
users would have either product name, type name or brand
name with some of the ingredients, nutrients or allergians,
its all randomized to generate differnt combination. We used
both this approach and annotating all the existing data row
assuming each row to be a long query. The later took a long
time to train the MEMM model because of its size however
the former was very quick to generate the model as corpus
was smaller. However, the later was 53% accurate whereas
the former was 49% accurate. This tells that if the corpus is
really huge and annotating every datum is not plausible our
smart query generator can be used as a reasonable compro-
mise for computational compelxity and still generate a good
result.Figure 5 shows the comparison between these two.

For the unsupervised and our proposed approach we ran on
the same data set and there were 6093070 sentences as we
made each of the entity in database a sentence. We first
tried using unigram model and the accuracy came upto 47%
which is just a little(4%) below the MEMM model for an-
notated data. Which basically shows the power of language
model over annotation. Because even though the accuracy is
not higher for unigram, it tells that annotation usually have
to be on huge data to make it efficient, because identifying
unkown entity gets difficult for supervised learning. In 5
we show the NER for different entity and its accuracy com-
paring to the orignal and correctly annotated ratio.It does
reasonable on ingredients which tells that identifying ingre-
dients is easier in general and the feature identification works
for ingredients. Next we try to use bigram for segmentation
and feed this to our annotation model. Not surprisingly it
performs very good and give 82% accuracy. We used interpo-



Figure 1: Accuracy using unigram,showing ratio of
annotated and real entity

Figure 2: Accuracy using bigram,showing ratio of
annotated and real entity

Figure 3: Accuracy using trigram,showing ratio of
annotated and real entity

lation for bigram and used EM model to calculate the weight
for the model which came up to 0.010394140437218138 for
unigram and 0.9896058595627819 for bigram. Fig 5 show
the performance of bigram on each of the different named
entity.

After bigram, we used trigram for the same purpose of doing

fig:sup

Figure 4: Overall accuracy comparison using uni-
gram,bigram,trigram and supervised learning using
MEMM

Figure 5: Accuracy using smart synthetic data vs
annoting the whole corpus

query segmentation for feeding it to the annotation system.
To our little surprise bigram performed better and trigram
gave 79.23% accuracy. For trigram model we used interpo-
lation the weight of which is decided using EM algorithm
which came up as 0.04033219974762, 0.160914763422446,
0.7987530368299335 for unigram,bigram,trigram respectively.
What it tells is basically queries are short and the named
entity are usually easily identified in two terms or bigram
model rather than trigram. So it’s a good indication why
higher model ngram wouldnt be necessary for query segmen-
tation.Fig 5 show the performance of bigram on each of the
different named entity.

So the experiment shows clearly how brininging in languae
model dramatically improves the performance of query la-
belling. Its a combination of query segmentation and use of
language model that made our algorithm to perform really
well.

6. RELATED WORK
We are essentially solving two problems and combining them
to solve an interesting problem of query segmentation and
annotation. Its combining query segmentaiton and apply
annotation on top of it. In natural language processing,



there has been a significant amount of research on text seg-
mentation, such as noun phrase chunking [[12]], where the
task is to recognize the chunks that consist of noun phrases,
and Chinese word segmentation [[1]], where the task is to
delimit words by putting boundaries between Chinese char-
acters. Query segmentation is similar to these problems in
the sense that they all try to identify meaningful seman-
tic units from the input. However, one may not be able to
apply these techniques directly to query segmentation, be-
cause Web search query language is very different (queries
tend to be short, composed of keywords), and some essential
techniques to noun phrase chunking, such as partof- speech
tagging [[2]], can not achieve high performance when applied
to queries.

Interestingly, there is little investigation done of query seg-
mentation,let along its use in named entity recognition in
spite of its importance. To our knowledge, two approaches
have been studied in previous works. The first is based on
(pointwise) mutual information (MI) between pairs of query
words. If the MI value between two adjacent words is be-
low a predefined threshold, a segment boundary is inserted
at that position. The problem with this approach is that
MI, by definition, cannot capture correlations among more
than two words, thus it cannot handle long entities like song
names, where MI may be low in certain positions ( e.g., be-

tween “heart” and “will” in âĂIJmy heart will go onâĂİ).In
our approach MI is used between two segments, not two
words which is more relevent on the background of languge
model.

A problem related to generating plausible structured anno-
tations, referred to as web query tagging, was introduced
in[7] . Its goal is to assign each query term to a specified
category, roughly corresponding to a table attribute. A Con-
ditional Random Field (CRF) is used to capture dependen-
cies between query words and identify the most likely joint
assignment of words to âĂIJcategoriesâĂİ.Keyword search
on relational [[5], [8], [6]], semi-structured [[3],[9]] and graph
data [ [4]] (Keyword Search Over Structured Data, abbre-
viated as KSOSD) has been an extremely active research
topic. Its goal is the efficient retrieval of relevant database
tuples, XML sub-trees or subgraphs in response to keyword
queries. The problem is challenging since the relevant pieces
of information needed to assemble answers are assumed to be
scattered across relational tables, graph nodes, etc. Essen-
tially, KSOSD techniques allow users to formulate compli-
cated join queries against a database using keywords. The
tuples returned are ranked based on the “distance” in the
database of the fragments joined to produce a tuple, and
the textual similarity of the fragments to query terms. In
[10] the authors study the state of art of the problem we
tried to solve but with respect to web queries. It has funda-
mental limitations of being very complex and doing EM on
the fly all the time which is not feasible for product searches.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have proved that query annotation works almost dra-
matically better in the new approach we came up with of
segmenting the query before and then applying annotaiton
having a language model as the base of segmentation. We
have used a real exisitng website www.caloricious.com for
our experiment and proved our algorithms superiority over

the existing algorithm. Our future plan is to run the algo-
rithm on other product websites data and see whether the
some performance holds and eventually come up with a do-
main indpendent model for query segmentation.
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